BLACKSBURG — Berk Cundiff pitched a six-hit shutout, recording Virginia Tech's fifth consecutive complete game, as the Gobblers baseball team beat VMI Monday, 4-0. Paul Allen's two-run homer in the fourth put Tech ahead to stay and he drove in the last run in the eighth with a single, his third hit of the game.

In between, freshman Tony Varboncoeur singled for a run in the fifth. Cundiff struck out 10 and walked only one in recording his second win against one loss. The win, Tech's fifth in a row, brought its season record to 6-5. It was VMI's first loss in three games.

VMI
Virginia Tech 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pate and Harrell; Cundiff and Van Arnhem.